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Abstract: On the belief that the citizenship is the legal and political bond between the man and the state, this study comes to develop this concept beyond the conventional borders, towards the notion of supranational or transnational citizenship. The analysis addresses the historical evolution of the legislation on Romanian and European citizenship, the means by which the citizenship of Romania and subsequently of the EU may be acquired, as well as the legal effects deriving from this status. The conditions and procedures by which a foreign, non-Community citizen becomes an EU citizen are even more important as the European law does not stipulate an own system of granting citizenship, the status of EU citizen deriving automatically from the citizenship of a Member State. The European citizenship does not replace in any way the national citizenship but rather adds to it, through a system of rules and rights completing the conceptual framework outlined by the national level. As a consequence, the status of European citizen involves both the national rights and an additional set of rights, from the range of fundamental rights, such as the right to vote and stand in the local and European Parliament elections, the right to good administration, the right of access to documents, the European Ombudsman, the freedom of movement and residence and the diplomatic and consular protection.
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The concept of citizenship

In order to perform an analysis on the Romanian or European citizenship institution, the concept of citizenship must first be defined. According to some authors, the citizenship is a contract comprising a set of reciprocal rights and duties between the citizen and the state\(^1\), whereas for others the citizenship is the political and legal bond between the individual and the collectively organized state, regarded as an organic integration within the community\(^2\). Undoubtedly, the citizenship is a fundamental right of the individual, from which civil and constitutional rights and obligations arise. In the light of the classical doctrine of statehood, the state, as entity, through bureaucracy, protects its citizens in various forms, which are reflected in the legal sphere as the relationship between identity on the one hand (especially with regard to the relationship between nationals and foreigners), borders, and the operating frame of the bureaucracy, namely the rule of law, ensuring the conceptual and operational frameworks of this relationship.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) Constantin Iordachi (coord.), Reacquiring the Romanian Citizenship: Historical, Comparative and Applied Perspectives (bilingual edition), Curtea Veche, Bucharest, 2012, p. 20.


The historical evolution, from the right to be a citizen of a certain category of persons to the current provisions on national and transnational citizenship, as in the case of the European citizenship, saw major transformations in the field of the rights of the individuals. The Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen adopted on 26 August 1789 records the debut of the modern democratic system in which, at least declaratively, equality between citizens, freedom of movement and expression, as well as brotherhood are the elements which make the society function.4

Despite the fact that the idea of citizenship is intensely debated, especially in the light of its social implications, it clearly defines the status of the individuals which are or are not members of a society. This shows a focus in relation to the idea of equality, which is why citizenship involves the acquisition of this notion in the light of reporting its purpose to the range of civil, political and social rights. For example, the mentioned rights represent traditional components of the state of welfare, the simple identification with them developing a sense of belonging to the state.5

In terms of historical course, the concept of ‘European citizenship’ is not new. The idea of establishing a new type of citizenship is an aspiration taking shape since June 1940, when Charles de Gaulle, Winston Churchill and Jean Monett viewed this conceptual framework in the context of the Franco-British Union. However, de facto, the European citizenship as we understand it today is a recent concept, legally consecrated within the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992.6 The phrase ‘European citizenship’ did not exist in this form from the beginning. A first approach referred to the notion of ‘Europe of citizens’, term which gradually evolved and substantiated. A first step was the approach of the Adoninno Committee established under the auspices of the Council of Fontainbleau in 1984, an occasion which gave rise to a perspective pursuing ‘humanizing the communitarian experience’.7

The timeliness of the concept, as well as the contemporary discourse on the idea of citizenship, especially the European citizenship, reflect the numerous changes in direction and, thus, evolution, of a Europe challenging its resources towards a much more democratized facet, in which the participation of citizens looms large, this being considered the key mechanism of functioning of the concept of ‘European citizenship’.8

The Romanian citizenship

---


7 Ibidem.

In Romania, the law on citizenship originates in a constitutional text referring to the right to naturalization of foreigners and the conditions to be met by the latter to become Romanians, text included in the Constitution of 1866. Subsequent to this initial moment, the law on citizenship underwent numerous changes, all of them being strictly related to the historical evolution of Romanian society as a whole. Later from that originating moment, the Romanian citizenship are regulated by Law no. 21 of 1991. It stipulates that the Romanian citizenship is the bond and belonging of a natural person to the Romanian state, that Romanian citizens enjoy the protection of the Romanian state and that they are equal before the law.

After Romania joined the EU on 1 January 2007, to speak only about the Romanian citizenship became not only inappropriate, but also incorrect, as at that turning point in the recent history of our country all the Romanian citizens became European citizens. Today, the Romanian citizenship became, for many, a tool for access to the Western world.

The means of obtaining the Romanian and hence the European citizenship are: by birth, adoption or upon request. For the first two situations, the things are simple: the acquisition by birth, as a direct effect of the legal principle originating in philosophy *jus sanguinis*, means that the individual born from at least one Romanian parent, irrespective of the place of birth, is a Romanian citizen, and the acquisition by adoption, foreign or stateless child acquires the Romanian citizenship by adoption, if the adopters are Romanian citizens or, where only one of the adopters is a Romanian citizen, the citizenship of the adopted minor shall be jointly decided by the adopters. Depending on the age of the adopted, his or her consent may be needed, as appropriate.

The foreign persons who do not fall under the two situations described above may obtain the Romanian citizenship if they meet certain conditions stipulated by the Romanian Citizenship Law. In order to obtain this right, the applicant must be born and reside, upon the date of application, in Romania or, although not born on this territory, legally residing in Romania for at least 8 years or, if married and living with a Romanian citizen, for at least 5 years from the date of marriage; proves loyalty to the Romanian state by actions and behavior, does not initiate or support actions against the rule of law or national security and declares to never have performed such actions; has reached the age of 18; has legal means for a decent living secured in Romania, under the law regarding foreigners; is known for good conduct and has never been convicted in the country or abroad for a crime making him unworthy of being a Romanian citizen; knows the Romanian language and has elementary Romanian culture and civilization notions, sufficiently to integrate into society; knows the provisions of the Romanian Constitution and the national anthem.

After filing the application for Romanian citizenship, accompanied by supporting documents, the President of the Citizenship Commission sets the term to which the necessary conditions for granting the Romanian citizenship shall be verified and also orders the request

9 *Constitution of July 1, 1866*. Official Gazette 142, electronic format provided by LEX EXPERT.
10 Art. 5 and art. 6 of *Romanian Citizenship Law no. 21 of March 1, 1991*.
11 These periods may be reduced by half if the applicant is an internationally recognized personality or is the citizen of a EU Member State, or the applicant has acquired the refugee status according to the law in force or has invested in Romania amounts exceeding 1,000,000 euro.
12 Art. 8 of *Romanian Citizenship Law no. 21 of March 1, 1991*.
of data from the partner institutions to verify the conditions of ‘good behavior’\textsuperscript{13}. If the applicant meets all the conditions, he or she is scheduled for an interview where the Romanian language skills, knowledge on the Romanian culture and civilization, legislation and national anthem are tested. The aspirant to the Romanian citizenship is checked on basic knowledge of history and geography of Romania, constitutional law and also rules of coexistence in the Romanian society and European values.

Shall the applicant be declared admitted to the interview, based on the approval of the Commission, the President of the National Citizenship Authority issues the order of granting the Romanian citizenship, following that, within 3 months from the date of notification of this order, he or she will take the oath of allegiance to Romania. Basically, this is the moment when a foreigner acquires the Romanian citizenship and along with it, the European one. Of course, that is, if he or she is not a citizen of an EU Member State.

The European citizenship

The first regulation on the EU citizenship was introduced by the Treaty of Maastricht. Thus, Article 8, paragraph 1 of the Treaty stipulates the idea of establishing a citizenship of the Union\textsuperscript{14}, this perspective being completed by the fact that ‘an EU citizen is any person holding the nationality of a Member State’\textsuperscript{15}. Five years later, the Treaty of Amsterdam reconfigures the concept adding, in terms of its content, the fact that ‘the EU citizenship complements and shall not replace the national citizenship’\textsuperscript{16}, the Member States observing the fundamental rights and democratic values as laid down in the domestic fundamental regulations, as well as in the international legal regulations, respectively conventions to which they are party: European Convention on Human Rights, European Social Charter, etc.\textsuperscript{17}

Therefore, the European citizenship can be seen through a bivalent perspective so that, in terms of the status of rights, it contributes to shaping and observing the conceptual framework provided by the European Union, which is basically a community of law, an entity of political nature whose interests are unequivocally placed in the social-economic area.

However, in another vision, the concept offered for analysis may be viewed as a political institution, being ‘the expression of all political or intergovernmental negotiation processes, interpretations, community impulses and social mobilization’\textsuperscript{18}. Equally, the legal institution shall designate, by extension, a group of legal norms with a common regulatory object, so that the concept basically reflects the permanent legal bond between a natural person and a state or a Union, such as the European citizenship, as appropriate. This bond, understood both as a political and legal binder, is expressed through the sum of mutual rights and obligations between a person and a state, pre-existing or formed, having a special

\textsuperscript{13}‘The condition of good behavior’ is a generic name for the conditions stipulated within art. 8 let. b and let. e of Romanian Citizenship Law.

\textsuperscript{14}The Treaty of Maastricht, apud http://www.eurotreaties.com/maastrichtec.pdf, on 04.02.2015.


\textsuperscript{17}Ioana Nely Militaru, op.cit., f.p.

\textsuperscript{18}Cristina VINTILESCU, op. cit., f.p.
character, reflected in the encumbrance of the person with such prerogatives, irrespective of the space factor.\textsuperscript{19}

Therefore, as stated in the doctrine, it is difficult to outline a profile of the European citizenship in terms of exact coordinates, which is generated by the evolving nature defining the structure, placing it in a dynamic which allows a continuous transformation. This format of the European citizenship appears as a hybrid, given the atypical nature, encompassing both the prerogatives granted by \textit{jus sanguinis} and the civil ones, but does not relate to these in an exclusive manner, which shows its own particularity. As for the explicit regulation of the concept, the Treaty of the European Union states, as mentioned above, the existence \textit{de facto} as well as the prerogatives of the European citizenship within art. 17, so that the first differentiation in the relationship between the domestic and European citizenship occurs. This approach is grounded on the fact that, basically, the European Union shows legal personality, which raises a question on the existence of a \textit{de facto} citizenship, given that it is grounded on a pre-existing legal basis.\textsuperscript{20}

We are therefore dealing with a first argument on the differentiation needed between the concept of ‘European citizenship’ and the traditional concept on the domestic citizenship. A first step in the creation of this statement concerns the manner of granting the European citizenship, manner distinct from the one existing on national level. Thus, the first occurs within the Member States in the absence of a predetermined agreement or collusion of those targeted, the special prerogative of this construction having a political purpose, namely to reduce the democratic deficit and establish a European identity.\textsuperscript{21} The European Union does not exclusively hold the prerogative of granting citizenship, the nationality issue being left to the Member States, placing the status of citizenship in a relationship of dependence with the Member States. In relation to these allegations, Stephen Hall believes that the actual content of the Treaty of Maastricht expressly states that the landmark of nationality was excluded from the reserved area of the EU Member States. Equally, the Treaty of the European Union transposes these regulations according to the Community law, as well as in relation to the fundamental rights and freedoms.\textsuperscript{22}

At the same time, under case law, in 1990, the case \textit{Micheletti} exhaustively ruled that at that time, no concrete definition of the idea of Community citizenship, concept nowadays known as ‘European citizenship’. This perspective was grounded on the fact that \textit{‘acquiring the European citizenship is placed in strict dependence to the member states, which act as a

\textsuperscript{21}Ibidem, p. 6.
guardian of the European citizenship, being the key decision factors in relation to who may be entitled to acquire the benefits of the transnational citizenship.\(^{23}\)

As regards to the relationship between the domestic and the European citizenship, it must be mentioned that the status of European citizen involves both the rights normally conferred to the citizens of the Member States and an additional set comprising, according to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, namely: the right to vote and stand as a candidate at elections to the European Parliament, the right to vote and stand as a candidate at municipal elections, the right to good administration, the right of access to documents, the European Ombudsman, the freedom of movement and residence and the diplomatic and consular protection.\(^{24}\) In addition to this set of expressly regulated rights in the benefit of European citizens, in the virtue of the normative acts expressly stipulating them, it is necessary to mention that these are grounded on the principle of equality in rights, which is the prerogative of the entire European construction and a fundament of the applicability of the founding principles of the EU with regard to the individuals, as main exponent of the entire European community.

As the very Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union states in its Foreword: ‘The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, equality and solidarity [...] placing the individual at the heart of its activity, establishing the citizenship of the Union and creating a space of freedom, security and justice’\(^{25}\). Therefore, the sources of validation and confirmation of the European citizenship refer to the equality, freedom and, implicitly, democracy of the EU citizens, aspect taking shape in the context of a competitive and stimulating Europe towards its citizens, which is a model of society based on ‘individual rights and building social cohesion’\(^{26}\).

**Conclusions**

If the Romanian citizenship is particularly defined as the legal and political bond between a citizen and the Romanian state, defining the European citizenship is a much more complex approach, this being a more abstract notion. However, we may conclude that the European citizenship symbolizes, as a whole, ‘the community of objectives and means intervening between the Member States of the European Union, namely the peoples of these states’\(^{27}\). This derives from the central idea underlying the European construction, which is to ensure peace and grant freedom to citizens to live under common rules and institutions.\(^{28}\)

The European citizenship complements the domestic one, aspect supported by the fact that nationals of the EU member states benefit from a dual citizenship. However, clarification is required regarding this claim, so in terms of European citizenship, it exercises its

---


\(^{25}\) Ibidem, Foreword.

\(^{26}\) Cezar Bîrzea, The European citizenship, Politeia, Bucharest, 2005, p. 191.

\(^{27}\) Cristina Vintilescu, op. cit.

\(^{28}\) Ibidem.
prerogatives under the union law, which is of strict and immediate application, while in a subsequent approach, the domestic citizenship reflects its implications under the auspices of the domestic law.\textsuperscript{29} As regards the rights of the EU citizens, these may be seen in an evolutionary perspective, this showing the power to adapt the legal framework to the incidental needs within the community, under the development and evaluation of certain situations. The rights and freedoms found in European documents confirm the status of European citizen and grant it with a unique perspective, in the light of the specific rights elaborated in the context of citizenship.

Although it initially was an idea, the core of the European citizenship fed on the desire to bring together citizen in a common system of values and perspectives, in the virtue of a living standard and common European identity, an issue which subsequently became reality, conceptualizing into the idea of ‘European citizenship’, together with the rights and freedoms it brings.
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